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		  d a t a  sh eet preliminary speci?cation file under integrated circuits, ic14 1996 jan 08 integrated circuits PCE84C882 microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications

 1996 jan 08 2 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 contents 1 features 1.1 general 1.2 special 1.3 osd 2 general description 3 ordering information 4 block diagram 5 pinning information 5.1 pinning 5.2 pin description 6 reset 6.1 reset trip level 6.2 reset status 7 analog (dc) control 7.1 6 and 7-bit pwm outputs 7.2 14-bit pwm output 7.3 a typical pwm output application 8 analog-to-digital converter (adc) 8.1 conversion algorithm 8.2 typical adc application 9 on screen display (osd) 9.1 horizontal starting position control 9.2 vertical starting position control 9.3 vertical jumping cancelling 9.4 on-chip clock generator 10 display ram organization 10.1 description of display ram codes 10.2 default values of osd after power-on-reset 10.3 loading character data into display ram 10.4 writing character data into display ram 11 character rom 11.1 character rom address map 11.2 character rom organization 11.3 combination of character font cells 12 osd control registers 12.1 derivative register 22 12.2 derivative register 23 12.3 derivative register 33 12.4 derivative register 34 12.5 derivative register 35 12.6 derivative register 36 12.7 derivative register 37 13 to format the osd 13.1 number of characters per row 13.2 number of rows per frame 13.3 character size selection for different display resolutions 14 i 2 c-bus interface 15 8-bit counter (t3) 16 output ports 16.1 mask options 17 derivative registers 18 limiting values 19 dc characteristics 20 ac characteristics 21 development support 22 package outline 23 soldering 23.1 introduction 23.2 soldering by dipping or by wave 23.3 repairing soldered joints 24 definitions 25 life support applications 26 purchase of philips i 2 c components

 1996 jan 08 3 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 1 features 1.1 general  cmos 8-bit cpu (enhanced 8048 cpu) with 8 kbytes system rom and 192 bytes system ram  one 8-bit timer/event counter (t1) and one 8-bit counter triggered by external input (t3)  four single level vectored interrupt sources: external (intn), counter/timer, i 2 c-bus and vsyncn  2 directly testable inputs t0 and t1  on-chip oscillator clock frequency: 1 to 10 mhz  on-chip power-on-reset with low power detector  twelve quasi-bidirectional i/o lines, configuration of each i/o line individually selected by mask option  idle and stop modes for reduced power consumption  operating temperature: - 25 to +85  c  operating voltage: 4.5 to 5.5 v  package: sdip42. 1.2 special  master-slave i 2 c-bus interface  three 6-bit pulse width modulated outputs (pwm4; pwm6 and pwm7)   four 7-bit pulse width modulated outputs (pwm0 to pwm3)  one 14-bit pulse width modulated output (pwm8)  one 4-bit adc channel  14 derivative i/o ports. 1.3 osd  maximum dot frequency (f osd ): 20 mhz (see section 20 for details)  display ram: 64  10 bits  display character fonts: 62 + 2 special reserved codes  character matrix: 12  18 (no spacing between characters)  4 character sizes: 1h/1v, 1h/2v, 1h/3v and 1h/4v  64 horizontal starting positions (4 dots for each step)  64 vertical starting positions (4 scan lines for each step)  vertical jumping cancelling circuit  spacing between character rows: 0, 4, 8 and 12 scan lines  foreground colours: 8 on a character-by-character basis  background colours: 8 on a word-by-word basis  background/shadowing modes: 4 modes available, no background, north shadowing, box shadowing and frame shadowing (raster blanking) on a frame basis  on-chip phase-locked loop (pll) oscillator (auto-sync with hsync) with programmable oscillator for on screen display (osd) function  character blinking frequency: programmable using f vsync  divisors of 16, 32, 64 and 128; on a frame basis  character blinking ratios: 1 : 1, 1 : 3 and 3 : 1  programmable active level polarities of vsyncn, hsyncn, r, g, b and fb  flexible display format by using carriage return code  auto display ram address (dcrar) incremented after write operation to the character data register (dcrcr)  vsyncn generates an interrupt (enabled by software) when vien is active. 2 general description the PCE84C882 is the enhanced version of the pce84c886 having all the features of this device but in addition provides:  two dedicated power pins for the pll oscillator circuit  a choice of two mask-programmable prescaler values for the pll oscillator  a higher frequency osd clock - up to 20 mhz  an improved edge-sensitive counter (t3). differences between the PCE84C882 and the pce84c886 are shown in table 1 and also highlighted throughout the document. the PCE84C882 is a member of the 84cxxx cmos microcontroller family. it is suitable for use with auto-sync monitors handling mode detection, digital and dpms control and has an enhanced osd facility for menu driving applications. the device uses the pce84cxx processor core and has 8 kbytes of rom and 192 bytes of ram. i/o requirements are catered for with 12 general purpose bidirectional i/o lines plus 14 derivative i/o lines. 8 pwm analog outputs are available for analog control purposes and one 4-bit adc. the device has an 8-bit counter, for use in pulse counting applications; an 8-bit timer/counter with programmable clock and an on-chip programmable pll oscillator that generates the osd clock. a master-slave i 2 c-bus interface and 2 directly testable lines are also available. the block diagram of the PCE84C882 is shown in fig.1.

 1996 jan 08 4 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 table 1 differences between the PCE84C882 and the pce84c886 3 ordering information feature PCE84C882 pce84c886 maximum dot frequency (f osd ) 20 mhz 14 mhz maximum hsync frequency 90 khz 64 khz pll prescaler value 2 or 4 2 digital to analogue converter 1 channel 3 channels pulse width modulated outputs 8 channels 9 channels derivative i/o pins 14 16 counter t3 input edge sensitivity 0.4 m s1 m s pin assignment pin 21 v ssp v ss pin 22 c dp07/pwm7 pin 23 v ddp dp06/pwm6 pin 24 dp05 dp05/pwm5 pin 30 v ss test/emu pin 37 dp07/pwm7 dp11/adc1 pin 38 dp06/pwm6 dp10/adc0 pin 41 test/emu c type number package name description version PCE84C882 sdip42 plastic shrink dual in-line package; 42 leads (600 mil) sot270-1

 1996 jan 08 5 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 4 block diagram fig.1  block diagram. (1) alternative function of dp0. (2) alternative function of dp1. (3) alternative function of dp2. handbook, full pagewidth pcf84cxx
 core 
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 1996 jan 08 6 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 5 pinning information 5.1 pinning fig.2  pin configuration. handbook, halfpage mgc709 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 hsyncn vsyncn vow0/dp23 vow1/dp22 vow2 fb dp13/pwm8 p10 p11 p12 t3 p14 p00 p01 p02 p03 p04 p05 p06 p07 v ssp PCE84C882 test/emu dp20/sda dp21/scl dp06/pwm6 dp07/pwm7 dp12/adc2 intn/t0 t1 xtal2 (out) xtal1 (in) v ss dp01/pwm1 dp03/pwm3 v ddp dp00/pwm0 dp02/pwm2 dp04/pwm4 c dp05 dd v reset

 1996 jan 08 7 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 5.2 pin description table 2 sdip42 package symbol pin description fb 1 video fast blanking output. vow2 2 video character output vow2. vow1/dp22  3 video character output vow1 or derivative port line dp22. vow0/dp23 4 video character output vow0 or derivative port line dp23. vsyncn 5 vertical synchronization signal input. hsyncn 6 horizontal synchronization signal input. p10 7 port line 10 or emulation input dxwr. p11 8 port line 11 or emulation input dxrd. dp13/pwm8 9 derivative i/o port or pwm8 output. p12 10 port line 12 or emulation input dxale. t3 11 secondary 8-bit counter input (schmitt trigger). p14 12 port line 14 or emulation output dxint. p00 to p07 13 to 20 general i/o port lines. v ssp 21 ground pin of pll circuit. c 22 external low-pass ?lter for on-chip pll osd oscillator. v ddp 23 power supply pin of pll circuit. dp00/pwm0 to dp07/pwm7 29, 28, 27, 26, 25, 24, 38, 37 derivative i/o ports or pwm outputs. note that dp05 has no derivative function. v ss 30 ground pin. xtal1 (in) 31 oscillator input pin for system clock. xtal2 (out) 32 oscillator output pin for system clock. reset 33 reset input; active low input initializes device. t1 34 direct testable pin or event counter input. intn/t0 35 external interrupt or direct testable pin. dp12/adc2 36 derivative i/o port or adc channel 2 input. dp21/scl 39 derivative port line or i 2 c-bus clock input. dp20/sda 40 derivative port line or i 2 c-bus data input. test/emu 41 control input for testing and emulation mode, normally low. v dd 42 power supply.

 1996 jan 08 8 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 6 reset the reset pin may be used as an active low input to initialize the microcontroller to a defined state. an active reset can be generated by driving the reset pin from an external logic device. such an active reset pulse should not fall off before v dd  has reached its f xtal -dependent minimum operating voltage. a power-on-reset can be generated using an external rc circuit. to avoid overload of the internal diode, an external diode should be added in parallel if c reset 3  2.2 m f. the rc circuit is shown in fig.3. 6.1 reset trip level the reset trip voltage level for the PCE84C882 is in the range 0.7 to 1.9 v. if any input (for example hsync) goes high before v dd  is applied, latch-up may occur and in this situation the PCE84C882 cannot be reset. the cause and effect of latch-up is shown in fig.4. 6.2 reset status  derivative registers reset status; see table 38 for details  program counter 00h  memory bank 0  register bank 0  stack pointer 00h  all interrupts disabled  timer/event counter 1 stopped and cleared  timer pre-scaler modulo-32 (ps = 0)  timer flag cleared  serial i/o interface disabled (eso = 0) and in slave receiver mode  idle and stop mode cleared. fig.3  external components for reset pin. handbook, halfpage v v pca84c8xx internal reset r c mlc259 dd ss reset reset reset (   100 k w ) fig.4 the influence of an active high signal being applied before power-on-reset. handbook, halfpage v v PCE84C882 internal reset internal v r c mgc710 dd dd v dd ss v ss reset reset hsync hsyncn reset

 1996 jan 08 9 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 7 analog (dc) control the PCE84C882 has eight pulse width modulated (pwm) outputs for analog control purposes e.g. brightness, contrast, h-shift, v-shift, h-width, v-size, e-w, r (or g or b) gain control etc. each pwm output generates a pulse pattern with a programmable duty cycle. the eight pwm outputs are specified below:  3 pwm outputs with 6-bit resolution (pwm4, 6 and 7)  4 pwm outputs with 7-bit resolution (pwm0 to pwm3)  1 pwm output with 14-bit resolution (pwm8). the 6 and 7-bit pwm outputs are described in section 7.1; the 14-bit pwm output is described in section 7.2 and a typical pwm output application is described in section 7.3. 7.1 6 and 7-bit pwm outputs pwm outputs pwm0 to pwm4, pwm6 and pwm7, share the same pins as derivative port lines dp00 to dp04, dp06 and dp07, respectively. selection of the pin function as either a pwm output or a derivative port line is achieved using the appropriate pwmne bit in register 21 (see table 38). the polarity of the pwm outputs is programmable and is selected by the p7lvl or the p6lvl bit in register 23 (see section 12.2). the state of the p7lvl bit determines the polarity of the 7-bit pwms; the state of the p6lvl bit determines the polarity of the 6-bit pwms. the duty cycle of each pwm output is dependent upon the programmable contents of its associated data latch (registers 10 to 17 respectively, register 15 is not used as there is no pwm5 output). as the clock frequency of each pwm circuit is 1  3  f xtal , the pulse width of the pulse generated can be calculated as shown below. where (pwmn) is the decimal value held in the data latch. the maximum repetition frequency (f pwm ) of the 6 and 7-bit pwm outputs is shown below. for the 6-bit pwm outputs: for the 7-bit pwm outputs: the block diagram for the 6 and 7-bit pwm outputs is shown in fig.5. pulse width 3 pwmn ()  f xtal ---------------------------------- = f pwm f xtal 192 --------- - = f pwm f xtal 384 --------- - = fig.5  block diagram for 6 and 7-bit pwms. handbook, full pagewidth mlc069 dp0x data
 i/o dp0x/pwmx 6 or 7-bit pwm data latch p6lvl/p7lvl internal data bus pwmne 6 or 7-bit dac pwm
 controller q q f xtal 3

 1996 jan 08 10 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.6  typical non-inverted output pulse patterns for 6 or 7-bit pwm outputs. handbook, full pagewidth f 64
 or
 128 1 2 3 m m + 1 m + 2 64
 or
 128 1 00 01 m 63
 or
 127 decimal value pwm data latch mlc261 xtal 3

 1996 jan 08 11 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 7.2 14-bit pwm output pwm8 shares the same pin as derivative port line dp13. selection of the pin function as either a pwm output or as a derivative port line is achieved using the pwm8e bit in register 22 (see section 12.1). the block diagram for the 14-bit pwm output is shown in fig.7 and comprises:  two 7-bit latches: pwm8l (register 18) and pwm8h (register 19)  14-bit data latch (pwmreg)  14-bit counter  coarse pulse controller  fine pulse controller  mixer. data is loaded into the 14-bit data latch (pwmreg) from the two 7-bit data latches (pwm8h and pwm8l) when either of these data latches is written to. the upper seven bits of pwmreg are used by the coarse pulse controller and determine the coarse pulse width; the lower seven bits are used by the fine pulse controller and determine in which subperiods fine pulses will be added. the outputs out1 and out2 of the coarse and fine pulse controllers are ored in the mixer to give the pwm8 output. the polarity of the pwm8 output is programmable and is selected by the p8lvl bit in register 23, this is described in section 12.2. as the 14-bit counter is clocked by 1  3  f xtal , the repetition times of the coarse and fine pulse controllers may be calculated as shown below. coarse controller repetition time: fine controller repetition time: figure 8 shows typical pwm8 outputs, with coarse adjustment only, for different values held in pwm8h. figure 9 shows typical pwm8 outputs, with coarse and fine adjustment, after the coarse and fine pulse controller outputs have been ored by the mixer. t sub 384 f xtal --------- - = t r 49152 f xtal ---------------- = 7.2.1 c oarse adjustment an active high pulse is generated in every subperiod; the pulse width being determined by the contents of pwm8h. the coarse output (out1) is low at the start of each subperiod and will remain low until the time has elapsed. the output will then go high and remain high until the start of the next subperiod. the coarse pulse width may be calculated as shown below. 7.2.2 f ine adjustment fine adjustment is achieved by generating an additional pulse in specific subperiods. the pulse is added at the start of the selected subperiod and has a pulse width of 3/f xtal . the contents of pwm8l determine in which subperiods a fine pulse will be added. it is the logic 0 state of the value held in pwm8l that actually selects the subperiods. when more than one bit is a logic 0 then the subperiods selected will be a combination of those subperiods specified in table 3. for example, if pwm8l = 111 1010 then this is a combination of:  pwm8l = 111 1110: subperiod 64 and  pwm8l = 111 1011: subperiods 16, 48, 80 and 112. pulses will be added in subperiods 16, 48, 64, 80 and 112. this example is illustrated in fig.10. when pwm8l holds 111 1111 fine adjustment is inhibited and the pwm8 output is determined only by the contents of pwm8h. table 3 additional pulse distribution pwm8l additional pulse in subperiod 111 111 0 64 111 11 0 1 32 and 96 111 1 0 11 16, 48, 80 and 112 111 0 111 8, 24, 40, 56, 72, 88, 104 and 120 11 0 1111 4, 12, 20, 28, 36, 44, 52...116 and 124 1 0 1 1111 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30...122 and 126 0 11 1111 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17...125 and 127 3f xtal  pwm8h 1 + ()  [] pulse duration 127 pwm8h C () 3 f xtal --------  =

 1996 jan 08 12 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.7  14-bit pwm block diagram. handbook, full pagewidth pwm8l pwm8h pwmreg ?ove instruction ?ov instruction data load
 timing pulse coarse 7-bit
 pwm fine pulse
 generator out2 out1 mixer q q p8lvl 14-bit counter q14 to 8 q7 to 1 polarity
 control bit pwm8 output f        = f tdac xtal mlc071 7 7 7 7 load internal data bus 3

 1996 jan 08 13 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.8  non-inverted pwm8 output patterns - coarse adjustment only. handbook, full pagewidth 127 0 1 2 m m + 1 m + 2 127 0 1 00 01 m 127 decimal value pwm8h data latch mlc263 f xtal 3 fig.9  non-inverted pwm8 output patterns - coarse and fine adjustment. handbook, full pagewidth f 127 0 1 2 m m + 1 m + 2 127 0 1 00 01 m 127 decimal value pwm8h data latch mlc262 xtal 3

 1996 jan 08 14 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.10  fine adjustment output (out2). handbook, full pagewidth mlc755 t sub0 t sub16 t sub32 t sub48 t sub64 t sub80 t sub96 t sub112 t sub127 t r 111 1110 111 1011 111 1010 pwm8l 7.3 a typical pwm output application a typical pwm application is shown in fig.11. the buffer is used to reduce jitter on the osd. r1 and c1 form the integration network the time constant of which should be at least 5 times greater than the repetition period of the pwm output pattern. in order to smooth a changing pwm output a high value of c1 should be chosen. the value of c1 will normally be in the range 1 to 10 m f. the potential divider chain formed by r2 and r3 is used only when the output voltage is to be offset. the output voltages for this application are calculated using equations (1) and (2). (1) (2) the loop from the pwm pin through r1 and c1 to v ss  will radiate high frequency energy pulses. in order to limit the effect of this unwanted radiation source, the loop should be kept short and a high value of r1 selected. the value of r1 will normally be in the range 3.3  to 100 k w . it is good practice to avoid sharing v ss  (pin 30) with the return leads of other sensitive signals. v max r3 supply voltage  r3 r1 r2  r1 r2 + ---------------------- + ---------------------------------------------------- = v min r1 r3  r1 r3 + --------------------- - supply voltage  r2 r1 r3  r1 r3 + ---------------------- + ------------------------------------------------------------------ - = fig.11  typical pwm output circuit. handbook, halfpage mgc711 c1 r3 r1 r2 PCE84C882 pwmn v ss supply
 voltage analog
 output

 1996 jan 08 15 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 8 analog-to-digital converter (adc) the single channel adc comprises a 4-bit digital-to-analog converter (dac); a comparator; an analog channel selector and control circuitry. as the digital input to the 4-bit dac is loaded by software (a subroutine in the program), it is known as a software adc. the block diagram is shown in fig.12. the adc input adc2, shares the same pin as derivative port line dp12. selection of the pin function as either an adc input or as a derivative port line is achieved using bit adce2 in register 22. when adce2 = 1, the adc function is enabled (see section 12.1). the adc channel selector is controlled by the adcs1 and adcs0 bits in register 20. as the PCE84C882 provides only one adc channel, adcs1 bit must be set to a logic 1 and adcs0 bit must be set to a logic 0. all other settings are invalid. the 4-bit dac analog output voltage (v ref ) is determined by the decimal value of the data held in bits dac0 to dac3 of register 20. v ref  is calculated as shown in equation (3) and table 4 lists the v ref  values assuming v dd =5v. (3) when the analog input voltage is higher than v ref , the comp bit in register 20 will be high. table 4 selection of v ref dac3 dac2 dac1 dac0 v ref (v) 0000 0.3125 0001 0.6250 0010 0.9375 0011 1.2500 0100 1.5625 0101 1.8750 0110 2.1875 0111 2.5000 1000 2.8125 1001 3.1250 1010 3.4375 1011 3.7500 1100 4.0625 1101 4.3750 1110 4.6875 1111 5.0000 v ref v dd 16 ---------- dac value 1 + ()  = 8.1 conversion algorithm there are many algorithms available to achieve the adc conversion. the algorithm described below and shown in fig.13 uses an iteration process. 1. enable and then select the adc2 channel for conversion. channel selection is achieved using bits adcs1 and adcs0 in register 20. 2. set the digital input to the dac to 1000. the digital input to the dac is selected using bits dac3 to dac0 in register 20. 3. determine the result of the compare operation. this is achieved by reading the comp bit in register 20 using the instruction mov a, d20. if comp = 1; the analog input voltage is higher than the reference voltage (v ref ). if comp = 0; the analog input voltage is lower than the reference voltage (v ref ). 4. if comp = 1; then the analog input voltage is higher than the reference voltage (v ref ) and therefore the digital input to the dac needs to be increased. set the input to the dac to 1100. 5. if comp = 0; then the analog input voltage is lower than the reference voltage (v ref ) and therefore the digital input to the dac needs to be decreased. set the input to the dac to 0100. 6. determine the result of the compare operation by reading the comp bit in register 20. 7. for the dac = 1100 case if comp = 1; then the analog input voltage is still greater than v ref  and therefore the digital input to the dac needs to be increased again. set the input to the dac to 1110. if comp = 0; then the analog input voltage is now less than v ref  and therefore the digital input to the dac needs to be decreased. set the input to the dac to 1010 8. for the dac = 0100 case if comp = 1; then the analog input voltage is now greater than v ref  and therefore the digital input to the dac needs to be increased. set the input to the dac to 0110. if comp = 0; then the analog input voltage is still lower than v ref  and therefore the digital input to the dac needs to be decreased again. set the input to the dac to 0010.

 1996 jan 08 16 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 9. the operations detailed in 6, 7 and 8 above are repeated and each time the digital input to the dac is changed accordingly; as dictated by the state of the comp bit. the complete process is shown in fig.13. each time the dac input is changed the number of values which the analog input can take is reduced by half. in this manner the actual analog value is honed into. the value of the analog input (v a ) is determined using equation (4): (4) as the conversion time of each compare operation is greater than 6 m s but less than 9 m s; a nop instruction is recommended to be used in between the instructions that change the value of v ref ; select the adc channel and read the comp bit. v a v dd 16 ---------- dac value 1 + ()  = fig.12  block diagram of 1 channel adc. h andbook, full pagewidth 4-bit dac comparator dac3 dac2 dac1 dac0 adce2 adcs1 adcs0 mgc712 adc enable selection dac value selection enable
 selector adc
 channel
 selector dp12/adc2 v ref en derivative port
 selector en2 ?ov a, d20? instruction
 to read comp bit comp bit internal bus channel selection - +

 1996 jan 08 17 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 handbook, full pagewidth mlc073 value = 1000 comp = 1 tf value = 1100 comp = 1 tf value = 1110 comp = 1 tf value = 1111 comp = 1 value = 1101 comp = 1 tf 1111 1110 tf 1101 1100 value = 1010 comp = 1 tf value = 1011 comp = 1 value = 1001 comp = 1 tf 1010 tf 1001 1000 1011 value = 0100 comp = 1 tf value =0110 comp = 1 tf value = 0111 comp = 1 value = 0101 comp = 1 tf 0111 0110 tf 0101 0100 value = 0010 comp = 1 tf value = 0011 comp = 1 value = 0001 comp = 1 tf 0010 tf 0001 0011 0000 fig.13  example of converting algorithm for software adc.

 1996 jan 08 18 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 8.2 typical adc application the adc2 channel of the PCE84C882 can be used in keypad applications to detect and identify the operation of individual keys. the circuit for a 14-key application is shown in fig.14. when no key is depressed the input voltage at the dp12/adc2 pin will be greater than 15  16  v dd  and if the dac value selected is 1110 then the comp bit will be high. when any key is depressed the input voltage at the dp12/adc2 pin will change, and as each key will generate its own unique input voltage, this can be measured by the adc2 channel and the actual key depressed can then be identified. the input voltage generated by the operation of any key (ignoring the effect of the 100 k w  resistor) can be calculated as follows: where n is the key number and can take any integer value in the range 1 to 14. the input voltage at the adc input will be influenced by the tolerance of the resistors and the length of the cable connecting the keypad to the monitor. in the worse case situation this may reduce the number of keys that can be uniquely detected and identified. v adcn n 0.5 C () 16 ------------------------ v dd  = handbook, halfpage 5 k w key 14 dp12/adc2 v dd mgc718 PCE84C882 key 13 key 2 key 1 2 k w 2 k w 2 k w 1 k w 14 key matrix 100 k w v ss fig.14  a typical adc application for keypad detection.

 1996 jan 08 19 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 9 on screen display (osd) the osd feature of the PCE84C882 enables the user to display information on the monitor screen. display information can be created using 62 customer designed characters, a space character and a carriage return code. the osd block diagram is shown in fig.15. 9.1 horizontal starting position control the horizontal starting position counter is incremented every osd clock after hsync becomes inactive and is reset when hsync becomes active. the horizontal starting position of the display row is determined by the contents of register 36; 1 of 64 positions may be selected as explained in section 12.6. the polarity of the active state of the hsyncn input is programmable and is determined by the hp bit in register 34; see section 12.4. the active high and active low states as selected by the hp bit are shown in fig.16. 9.2 vertical starting position control the vertical starting position counter is incremented every hsync cycle and is reset when vsync becomes active. the vertical starting position of the display row is determined by the contents of register 35; 1 of 64 positions may be selected as explained in section 12.5. to achieve the same starting position with different display resolutions, only the contents of register 35 need to be changed, the contents of register 36 remain the same. the lowest vertical starting position that can be selected, is located on the 256th scan-line. however, lower positions may be achieved using the carriage return code. when the selected horizontal and vertical starting positions are reached on screen; the osd is enabled. the character selected in display ram is then displayed. the polarity of the active state of the vsyncn input is programmable and is determined by the vp bit in register 34; see section 12.4. the active high and active low states as selected by the vp bit are shown in fig.16. 9.3 vertical jumping cancelling if the h-shift of the monitor is altered then vertical jumping of the osd may occur if the rising or falling edges of the hsync and vsync signals are too close. the PCE84C882 has on-chip vertical cancelling circuitry that prevents this from happening. 9.4 on-chip clock generator the on-chip oscillator generates an osd clock that is auto-sync with hsync. the frequency of the osd clock is programmable and is determined by the contents of the 7-bit counter (register 25) and also the prescaler value selected by mask option (a prescaler value of 2 or 4 can be selected). for 31 to 64 khz auto-sync monitors, a prescaler value of 4 is selected; for 31 to 90 khz auto-sync monitors a prescaler value of 2 or 4 can be selected. the osd clock frequency is calculated as follows: where (register 25) denotes the decimal value held in register 25. the block diagram of the osd clock is shown in fig.17. the internal reference frequency is connected to hsync, and if the frequency of hsync changes the output frequency (f osd ) will be changed linearly. the internal hsync signal is designed active high, consequently f pll  is synchronized with the falling edge of this signal (end of back-tracing period). the osd clock is enabled/disabled by the state of the en bit in register 34; see section 12.4. when the osd clock is disabled the oscillator remains active, therefore the transient time from the osd clock start-up to locking into the external hsync signal is reduced. to ensure that the osd clock is stable and in-phase with hsync before the display is enabled, the end bit of the space code can be used to enable the osd feature; the procedure is as follows. 1. write a space code to address 00h of display ram, the end bit value is logic 1. 2. set the en bit in register 34 to logic 0. 3. write a space code to address 00h of display ram, the end bit value is logic 0. two dedicated power pins: v ddp  and v ssp , isolate the oscillator supplies from other circuits thus reducing any radiated noise that might effect the voltage controlled oscillator. radiated noise is further reduced because as the oscillator is always active after power-on when the osd clock is enabled no large currents will flow (as in the case of rc or lc oscillators). f osd f hsync 2or4 () register 25 ()   =
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 1996 jan 08 22 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 10 display ram organization the display ram is organized as 64  10 bits. the general format of each ram location is as follows. bits  hold character data (62 customer designed character fonts plus two reserved codes). bits  contain the attributes of the character font, for example colour, character size, blinking etc. display ram is updated during the vertical back-tracing period (vsync will generate an interrupt when it becomes active). 10.1 description of display ram codes there are three data formats for display ram code: 1. character font code 2. carriage return code 3. space code. the three data formats are shown in tables 5, 6 and 7. table 5 format of character font code table 6 format of carriage return code table 7 format of space code 987654321 0 c5 c4 c3 c2 c1 c0 t3 t2 t1 t0 character font code (00h - 3dh) foreground colour blink 9876543210 c5 c4 c3 c2 c1 c0 t3 t2 t1 t0 carriage return code (3eh) character size line spacing 987654321 0 c5 c4 c3 c2 c1 c0 t3 t2 t1 t0 space code (3fh) background colour end

 1996 jan 08 23 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 10.1.1 c haracter f ont c ode if bits  are in the range (00h to 3dh), then this is a character font code and 1 from 62 customer designed character fonts can be selected. bits  determine the colour of the character, a choice of 8 colours being available. bit  determines whether the character blinks or not. the blinking duty cycle and frequency are controlled by derivative register 33, see section 12.3. the format of the character font code is shown in table 5. table 8 selection of foreground colour table 9 selection of blinking function 10.1.2 c arriage r eturn c ode if bits  hold 3eh, then this is the carriage return code. the current display line is terminated (a transparent pattern appears on the screen) and the next character will be displayed at the beginning of the next line. bits  select the size of the of the character to be displayed on the next line. bits  determine the spacing between lines of displayed characters. spacing is a multiple of the number of horizontal scan lines. the format of the carriage return code is shown in table 6. t3 (red) t2 (green) t1 (blue) colour 0 0 0 black 0 0 1 blue 0 1 0 green 0 1 1 cyan 100red 1 0 1 magenta 1 1 0 yellow 1 1 1 white t0 blinking 0 off 1on table 10 selection of character size note 1. h is the osd clock period; v is the number of horizontal scan lines per dot. table 11 selection of line spacing 10.1.3 s pace c ode if bits  hold 3fh, then this is the space code. a transparent pattern, equal to one character width, will be displayed on the screen. bits  determine the background colour of the characters including the space code in box shadowing mode, but following the space code in north shadowing mode. see sections 12.4 and 12.3.1 for more details. background colour selection is the same as foreground colour selection. bit  is the end-of-display bit and indicates the end of display of the current screen before exhaustion of display ram (i.e. before the 64th ram location). the format of the space code is shown in table 7. table 12 end of display control t3 t2 character dot size (1) 0 0 1h/1v 0 1 1h/2v 1 0 1h/3v 1 1 1h/4v t1 t0 line spacing 0 0 0h line 0 1 4h line 1 0 8h line 1 1 12h line t0 display control 0 continue display of next character; this is also the default setting 1 end of display

 1996 jan 08 24 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 10.2 default values of osd after power-on-reset  frequency of osd clock: undefined, must be programmed  background/shadowing mode: no background mode  background/shadowing colour: blue  character size: 1h/1v  osd disabled  full 64 display ram displayed (end of display bit = 0)  vow1e and vow0e disabled  horizontal starting position: 5th dot  vertical starting position: 256th scan-line  polarity of hsyncn: active low  polarity of vsyncn: active low  output polarities of fb, vow0 to vow2: active high  blinking ratio: 3 : 1  blinking frequency: 1  128  f vsync  frame background colour: blue. after a power-on-reset, the osd can be set-up as required by selecting the space code as the first character (address 0) and the carriage return code as the next character (address 1). this procedure allows the user to select the initial background colour; character size and inter-line spacing. 10.3 loading character data into display ram three derivative registers are used to address and load data into the display ram. these registers are described below. 10.3.1 dcr a ddress r egister (dcrar) this is derivative register 30 and holds the address of the location in display ram to which the data held in registers dcrtr and dcrcr will be written to. 1 of 64 locations can be addressed. bits 7 and 6 are reserved. the contents of this register are automatically incremented after each write operation to a ram address, and become zero on overflow. table 13 dcr address register (dcrar) 76543210 -- a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 a0 10.3.2 dcr a ttribute r egister (dcrtr) this is derivative register 31 and holds the character font attribute data. the data will be loaded into bits  of the location in ram pointed to by the contents of dcrar. bits 7 to 4 are reserved. table 14 dcr attribute register (dcrtr) 10.3.3 dcr c haracter r egister (dcrcr) this is derivative register 32 and holds the character data that will be loaded into bits  of the location in ram addressed by the contents of dcrar. bits 7 and 6 are reserved. table 15 dcr character register (dcrcr) 10.4 writing character data into display ram the procedure for writing character data into the display ram is as follows: 1. select the start address in display ram. the start address is stored in dcrar and can take any value between 0 and 63. 2. load the character attributes into dcrtr. if the attributes of a series of displayed characters are the same, only dcrcr needs to be updated. 3. load the character data into dcrcr. the character data will specify either a character font code, the carriage return code or the space code. this operation loads the selected ram location with the data held in registers dcrtr and dcrcr. the address held in dcrar is then incremented by 1 pointing to the next ram location in anticipation of the next operation. after a master reset the contents of dcrar, dcrtr and dcrcr are zero. 76543210 ---- t3 t2 t1 t0 76543210 -- c5 c4 c3 c2 c1 c0

 1996 jan 08 25 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 11  character rom 64 character fonts may be held in rom; 62 customer selected character fonts plus the carriage return code and the space code. customer selected fonts are mask programmable. each character font is stored in a 12  19 dot matrix. however, only elements in rows 1 to 18 can be selected as visible dots on the screen. row 0 is only used for the combination of two characters in a vertical direction when north shadowing mode is selected. 11.1 character rom address map figure 18 shows the rom address map. addresses 3eh and 3fh hold the reserved codes for carriage return and space functions, respectively. addresses (00h to 3dh) hold the customer selected character font codes. 11.2 character rom organization rom is divided into two parts: rom1 and rom2. the organization of the bit patterns stored in rom 1 and rom 2 and also the file format to submit to philips for customized character sets is shown in fig.19. regarding fig.19 the following points should be noted. 1. row 0 of each font is reserved for vertical combination of two fonts. 2. binary 1 denotes visual dots. 3. rom1 and rom2 data files are in intel hex format on a byte basis. each byte is structured high nibble followed by low nibble. 4. the unused last byte of each font in rom1 must be filled with ffh. 5. the unused last 2 1  2 bytes in rom2 must be filled with the same data as held in the corresponding address in rom1. 6. the data bytes of the last 2 reserved fonts (carriage return and space codes) should be filled with 00h. 7. cs denotes checksum. a software package (osdgem) that assists in the design of character fonts on-screen and that also automatically generates the bit pattern hex files is available on request. the package is run under the ms-dos environment for ibm compatible pcs. 11.3 combination of character font cells two (or more) character font cells may be combined in a horizontal or vertical direction to create a new higher resolution pattern. the combination of two cells in a horizontal direction is straight forward and requires no special precautions to be taken. when combining character cells in this manner all 4 background/shadowing modes are available. an example of combining two character font cells in a horizontal direction is shown in fig.20. however, the combination of two character font cells in a vertical direction is more difficult and care must be taken; otherwise, the new pattern may be created with gaps in its shadowing. an example of a character pattern with gaps is shown in fig.21. providing the steps listed below are followed no problems with shadowing will occur.  the line spacing between two rows of characters must be programmed to 0h. this procedure is explained in section 10.1.2.  if the north shadowing mode is selected then when combining two character cells in a vertical direction row 0 must contain the same bit pattern as held in row 18 of the character directly above it. this is shown in fig.22.  if north shadowing is not required then row 0 should contain all zeros. fig.18  rom address map. 0 61 (3dh) 62 (3eh) 63 (3fh) mask programmable font carriage return code space code reserved code mlc287

 1996 jan 08 26 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.19  character font pattern stored in rom1 and rom2. handbook, full pagewidth 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 column row lsb msb rom1 rom2 rom1 rom2 rom1 rom2 rom1 rom2 rom1 rom2 rom1 rom2 rom1 rom2 rom1 rom2 rom1 rom2 rom1 0 0 0 2 2 0 3 f c 2 2 0 2 2 0 3 f f  0 0 1 5 5 2 0 0 c 0 3 0 0  0  0 2  2  0 3  f  c 2  2  0 2  2  0 3  f  f  0  0  1 5  5  2 0  0  c 0  3  0 rom1 rom2 3 f c 2 2 0 2 2 0 3 f c 2 2 0 0 0 1 5 5 3 0 0 6 0 5 8 3   f  c 2  2  0 2  2  0 3  f  c 2  2  0 0  0  1  5  5  3 0  0  6 0  5  8 rom1 : 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0      00  00  22  fc  03  22  20   f2  3f  01  20  55  0c  00  03 : 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0       < - - - - - - - - - data  for  font 2 - - - - - - - - - - 12  34 - - - > : 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0       < - - - - - - - - - data  for  font 3 - - - - - - - - - - 56  78 - - - > rom2 : 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   fc   03  22  20  c2  3f  20  12  00  53  65  00  58 : 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  < - - - - - - - - - data  for  font 2 - - - - - - - - - - > : 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0  < - - - - - - - - - data  for  font 3 - - - - - - - - - - >  byte  # __  __   __  __   __   __   __   __  __   __  __   __   __  __ 0    1    2    3    4     5    6    7    8    9    a    b    c    d   e               f f f  c s f f  c s f f  c s 5x  78             ff   c s 00  03             ff   c s 1x  34             ff   c s mlc076 1110987 6543210

 1996 jan 08 27 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.20  combination of two character cells to form new font (in horizontal direction). 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 01234567891011 01234567891011 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 (a) character designed in character rom 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 01234567891011 01234567891011 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 mlb402 (b) north shadowing background mode display on screen

 1996 jan 08 28 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.21  combination of two character fonts in a vertical direction - with gap. handbook, full pagewidth 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 01234567891011 01234567891011 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 cell boundary 01234567891011 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 01234567891011 18 if row 0 of the lower character does not contain the bit pattern of row 18 of the upper character in north shadowing mode, a gap in the shadow might occur mlb403 character pattern displayed on the screen character pattern stored in character rom 

 1996 jan 08 29 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.22  combination of two character fonts in a vertical direction - without gap. handbook, full pagewidth 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 01234567891011 01234567891011 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 cell boundary 01234567891011 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 01234567891011 18 row 0 of the lower character should contain the bit pattern of row 18 of the upper character in north shadowing mode to avoid a "break" in the shadow mlb404 character pattern displayed on the screen character pattern stored in the character rom

 1996 jan 08 30 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 12 osd control registers the functions of the osd are controlled by derivative registers 22, 23, 33, 34, 35, 36 and 37. an overview of the function of each register is given in table 16. a full description of each register is given in sections 12.1 to 12.7. table 16 osd control registers overview register name register number address (hex) function con1 derivative register 22 22 this register is used to enable pwm8; the i 2 c-bus lines; the adc channel and the vow0 and vow1 lines. con2 derivative register 23 23 this register selects the output polarity of the pwm outputs and also enables and selects the vsyncn interrupt. con3 derivative register 33 33 this register selects the blinking frequency and the active ratio of the blinking frequency for the osd. con4 derivative register 34 34 this register selects the 4 display modes; the active state of hsyncn and vsyncn inputs and the output polarity of the fb and vow0 to vow2 outputs. it also enables/disables the osd clock. vpos derivative register 35 35 this register selects the vertical starting position of the display row. hpos derivative register 36 36 this register selects the horizontal starting position of the display row. frc derivative register 37 37 this register selects the background colour in frame shadowing mode.

 1996 jan 08 31 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 12.1 derivative register 22 this register is used to enable pwm8; the i 2 c-bus lines; the adc2 input and the vow0 and vow1 lines. table 17 derivative register 22 table 18 description of derivative register 22 bits 76543210 pwm8e scle sdae adc2e adc1e adc0e vow1e vow0e bit symbol description 7 pwm8e pulse width modulated output pwm8 enable bit. when pwm8e = 1; pin 9 is selected as an output for pwm8. when pwm8e = 0; pin 9 is selected as derivative port line dp13 and the pwm function is disabled. 6 scle i 2 c-bus clock enable bit. when scle = 1; pin 39 is selected as the i 2 c-bus clock line. when scle = 0; pin 39 is selected as derivative port line dp21 and the i 2 c-bus function is disabled. 5 sdae i 2 c-bus data enable bit. when sdae = 1; pin 40 is selected as the i 2 c-bus data line. when sdae = 0; pin 40 is selected as derivative port line dp20 and the i 2 c-bus function is disabled. 4 adc2e adc channel 2 enable bit. the state of this bit determines whether pin 36 functions as an adc input or as derivative port line. when adc2e = 1; adc channel 2 is enabled. when adc2e = 0; derivative port line dp12 is enabled. 3 adc1e as the PCE84C882 has only one adc channel, these channel select bits are not used and both must be set to a logic 1. 2 adc0e 1 vow1e vow1e enable bit, when vow1e = 1; pin 3 is selected as the vow1 output. when vow1e = 0; pin 3 is selected as derivative port line dp22 and the vow function is disabled. 0 vow0e vow0e enable bit, when vow0e = 1; pin 4 is selected as the vow0 output. when vow0e = 0; pin 4 is selected as derivative port line dp23 and the vow function is disabled.

 1996 jan 08 32 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 12.2 derivative register 23 this register selects the output polarity of the pwm outputs and also enables and selects the vsyncn interrupt. table 19 derivative register 23 table 20 description of derivative register 23 bits 76543210 vint vien --- p8lvl p7lvl p6lvl bit symbol description 7 vint vsyncn/sio interrupt indication bit. this bit indicates which of the two possible interrupt sources, the vsync signal (at the vsyncn pin) or the sio, generated the interrupt. the interrupt causes the program to jump to the i 2 c interrupt subroutine at address 05h. if vint = 1; then the interrupt was generated by vsync. if vint = 0; then the i 2 c-bus generated the interrupt. this bit must be reset after the interrupt has been serviced, otherwise additional unwanted interrupts will be generated. 6 vien vsyncn interrupt enable bit. when the sio interrupt is enabled and vien = 1; the vsync signal (at the vsyncn pin) will generate an interrupt to the cpu. the vsyncn interrupt is edge-triggered and can be selected to become active, using the vp bit in register 34, on the rising or falling edge of the vsync signal. in order to generate a vsyncn interrupt at the start of the vertical back tracing period, the vp bit must be set correctly; see section 12.4. the vsyncn interrupt and the i 2 c-bus interrupt share the same interrupt vector. 5 - these three bits are reserved. 4 - 3 - 2 p8lvl polarity select bit for output pwm8. when p8lvl = 0; the pwm8 output is not inverted. when p8vl = 1; the pwm8 output is inverted. 1 p7lvl polarity select bit for outputs pwm0 to pwm3. when p7lvl = 0; the pwm outputs are not inverted. when p8lvl = 1; the pwm outputs are inverted. 0 p6lvl polarity select bit for outputs pwm4 to pwm7. when p6lvl = 0; the pwm outputs are not inverted. when p6lvl = 1; the pwm outputs are inverted.

 1996 jan 08 33 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 12.3 derivative register 33 derivative register 33 controls the character blinking functions. table 21 derivative register 33 table 22 description of derivative register 33 bits table 23 selection of blinking active ratio table 24 selection of blinking frequency 76543210 ---- br1 br0 bf1 bf0 bit symbol description 7 - these 4 bits are reserved. 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 br1 blinking active ratio select bits. these two bits allow one from a choice of three active blinking ratios to be selected; see table 23. 2 br0 1 bf1 blinking frequency select bits. these two bits allow one from a choice of four blinking frequencies to be selected; see table 24. 0 bf0 br1 br0 active ratio 0 0 3 : 1; this is also the default setting. 0 1 1:1 1 0 1:3 1 1 reserved bf1 bf0 blinking frequency (hz) 00 01 10 11 ; this is also the default setting. f vsync 16 ------------- - f vsync 32 ------------- - f vsync 64 ------------- - f vsync 128 ---------------

 1996 jan 08 34 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 12.3.1 t he display of s pace and c arriage r eturn c haracters in the 4 display modes figures 23 to 26 show the display of space and carriage return characters in the 4 display modes, with the blinking function on and off.  mode 0: no background mode. both the space code and the carriage return code are displayed as transparent (no bit) patterns, with the video signal as the background. this is shown in fig.23.  mode 1: north shadowing mode. both codes are displayed in the same manner as for mode 0. this is shown in fig.24.  in mode 2: box shadowing mode. the space code is displayed as a transparent pattern with selected background colour. this will also be the background colour of the character following the space code. however, when the space code is used as an end bit, it will be displayed as a transparent pattern superimposed on the video (see fig.30). the carriage return code in mode 2 is also displayed as a transparent pattern superimposed on the video signal.  mode 3: frame shadowing mode. the space code and the carriage return code are both displayed as transparent patterns with background colour (see fig.26). fig.23  blinking in no background (superimpose) mode.                                               mlb397 character on          character off          cr code sp code cr code sp code fig.24  blinking in north shadowing mode.                                                 mlb398 character on            character off            cr code sp code cr code sp code

 1996 jan 08 35 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.25  blinking in box shadowing mode.                                               mlb399 character on          character off          cr code cr code sp code sp code fig.26  blinking in frame shadowing mode. mlb401 character on character off cr code sp code cr code sp code

 1996 jan 08 36 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 12.4 derivative register 34 this register selects the 4 display modes; the active state of signal at the hsyncn and vsyncn inputs and the output polarity of the fb and vow0 to vow2 outputs. it also enables/disables the osd clock. table 25 derivative register 34 table 26 description of derivative register 34 bits table 27 selection of display modes 76543210 -- s1 s0 hp vp bp en bit symbol description 7 - these two bits are reserved. 6 - 5 s1 display mode select bits; see table  27. 4s0 3 hp hsyncn signal polarity control bit. when hp = 0, the active level of the signal at the hsyncn input is low; this is also the default state. when hp = 1, the active level of the signal at the hsyncn input is high. see fig.16. 2 vp vsyncn signal polarity control bit. when vp = 0, the active level of the signal at the vsyncn input is low; this is also the default state. when vp = 1, the active level of the signal at the vsyncn input is high. see fig.16. 1 bp output polarity control bit for fb, vow0, vow1 and vow2. when bp = 1; these outputs are active high; this is also the default state. when bp = 0; these outputs are active low. 0 en osd clock enable/disable bit. when en = 1; the osd clock is enabled. when en = 0; the osd clock is disabled. s1 s0 display mode 0 0 mode 0: no background (superimpose) mode. the osd characters are superimposed on the monitor video signals. see fig.27. 0 1 mode 1: north shadowing mode. the characters shadows are generated as if a light source was placed north of the character (see fig.28). character shadowing only appears within the cell boundary. consequently, if row 18 contains a bit pattern then north shadowing will not be shown on the screen (see fig.20). the depth of shadow displayed is dependent upon the character size; characters with sizes of 1h/1v; 1h/2v and 1h/3v have a depth of shadow equivalent to 1 scan line whereas a character of size 1h/4v has a depth of shadow equivalent to 2 scan lines. examples of characters with north shadowing, for the 4 character sizes, are shown in fig.29. 1 0 mode 2: box shadowing mode. a background dot matrix of 12  18 bits surrounds the character font; where there is no foreground dot a background dot is displayed (see fig.30). 1 1 mode 3: frame shadowing mode. a background colour ?lls the whole screen when no bit patterns are being displayed (see fig.31). 1 of 8 background colours can be selected using derivative register 37; the default background colour is blue.

 1996 jan 08 37 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.27  mode 0: no background (superimpose) mode. handbook, full pagewidth mos "m" : red + blue "o" : blue "s" : red + green fb sp code sp code r g b mlc077 scan line sp code

 1996 jan 08 38 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.28  mode 1: north shadowing background mode. handbook, full pagewidth fb r g b 1st character  : green 2nd character : blue character background shadowing : red mlc078 scan line

 1996 jan 08 39 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.29  example of north shadowing mode. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 (a) character designed in character rom mlb396 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 (b) 1h/2v or 1h/4v character displayed on the screen 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 (c) 1h/1v character displayed on the screen 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 (d) 1h/3v character displayed on the screen

 1996 jan 08 40 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.30  mode 2: box shadowing (background) mode. handbook, full pagewidth "m" : foreground - red + blue         background - green "o" : foreground - blue         background - red "s" : foreground - red + green         background - blue fb sp code (end) r g b mlc079 scan line m         os sp code sp code

 1996 jan 08 41 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.31  mode 3: frame shadowing mode. handbook, full pagewidth "m" : red + blue "o" : blue "s" : red + green frame background : green fb sp code r g b mlc080 scan line mos sp code sp code

 1996 jan 08 42 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 12.5 derivative register 35 derivative register 35 selects the vertical starting position of the display row. table 28 derivative register 35 table 29 description of derivative register 35 bits. 12.6 derivative register 36 derivative register 36 selects the horizontal starting position of the display row. table 30 derivative register 36 table 31 description of derivative register  36 bits 76543210 -- v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 v0 bit symbol description 7 - these 2 bits are reserved. 6 - 5 v5 these 6 bits enable 1 of 64 vertical start positions to be selected for the display row. the vertical starting position is calculated as follows: where (v5 ? v0) is the decimal value of the contents of register 35; (v5 ? v0) 3 0. 4v4 3v3 2v2 1v1 0v0 76543210 -- h5 h4 h3 h2 h1 h0 bit symbol description 7 - these 2 bits are reserved. 6 - 5 h5 these 6 bits enable 1 of 64 horizontal start positions to be selected for the display row. the horizontal starting position is calculated as follows: where (h5 ? h0) is the decimal value of the contents of register 36; (h5 ? h0) 3 2. 4h4 3h3 2h2 1h1 0h0 vp 4 v5 v0 ? ()  [] horizontal scan lines  = hp 4 h5 h0 ? () 5 +  [] osd clock  =

 1996 jan 08 43 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 12.7 derivative register 37 derivative register 37 selects the background colour when the osd is in frame shadowing mode. table 32 derivative register 37 table 33 description of derivative register 37 bits table 34 selection of background colour 76543210 ----- frr frg frb bit symbol description 7 - these 5 bits are reserved. 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 frr these three bits are used to select the background colour in frame shadowing mode; see table 34. the default colour is blue. 1 frg 0 frb frr (red) frg (green) frb (blue) colour 0 0 0 black 0 0 1 blue 0 1 0 green 0 1 1 cyan 100red 1 0 1 magenta 1 1 0 yellow 1 1 1 white

 1996 jan 08 44 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 13 to format the osd 13.1 number of characters per row the number of characters per row is a function of character width. the width of the character displayed is only dependent upon the value held in the 7-bit programmable counter (pllcn) and is not affected by a change in horizontal resolution (any change in f hsync will be reflected by a linear change in the frequency of the osd clock). the maximum number of characters per row can be determined by calculating the number of osd clock pulses that occur during the hsync active period and dividing the result by the number of horizontal dots in the character matrix (which is 12). if hsync is assumed to be active for 85% of its cycle period then the maximum number of characters per row (n) can be calculated as follows: 13.2 number of rows per frame the number of rows per frame is a function of character height and the spacing between the rows of characters. the height of a character displayed on the screen is determined by the number of visible scan lines per frame and the character size. the number of scan lines is dependent upon the resolution of the monitor; character size is selected by the user (see section 10.1.2). the PCE84C882 also provides a choice of four inter-line spaces: 0h, 4h, 8h and 12h (see section 10.1.2). if the inter-line spacing is assumed to be zero then the number of rows per frame (r) can be calculated by dividing the number of visible scan lines (sl) by the character size (cs) and dividing the result by the number of vertical dots in the character matrix (which is 18). this can be expressed mathematically as follows: table 35 shows the number of rows per frame for different horizontal resolutions. n 0.85 f osd  12 f hsync  ----------------------------- = r sl 18 cs  -------------------- - = 13.3 character size selection for different display resolutions to cater for the variable display resolutions (i.e. 640 x 400, 640  480, 800  600, 1024  768 and 1 280  1 024) of auto-sync monitors, the PCE84C882 offers a choice of 4 different character sizes: 1h/1v, 1h/2v, 1h/3v and 1h/4v. this allows the height of displayed characters to be of similar size even when the monitors resolution is changed (see table 35). table 35 recommended character size selection for different display resolutions 14 i 2 c-bus interface the PCE84C882 has an on-chip i 2 c-bus interface that can be used in master or slave mode. full details of the i 2 c-bus are given in the document the i 2 c-bus and how to use it . this document may be ordered using the code 9398 393 40011. the i 2 c-bus interface lines sda and scl share the same pins as derivative port lines dp20 and dp21 respectively. selection of the pin function as either an i 2 c-bus line or a derivative port line is achieved using the sdae and scle bits in derivative register 22 (see section 12.1). only port option 2 is available for both of these pins. resolution character size rows/frame 640   400 1h/2v 11 640   480 1h/3v 13 800   600 1h/3v 11 1024   768 1h/4v 10 1280   1024 1h/4v 14

 1996 jan 08 45 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 15 8-bit counter (t3) one application for this counter is in the frequency measurement of the hsync signal. the block diagram of the 8-bit counter is shown in fig.33. a schmitt trigger is used at the input for noise rejection and also to shape the input signal into a square wave. the t3 input is sampled at a frequency of 1  3  f osc  by the sample clock which synchronizes the internal t3 clock and the read operation of derivative register 24. the rising edge of the input increments the ripple counter by 1. the contents of t3 may be read using the instruction mov a, d24 (where d24 is derivative register 24). as soon as the data is read, the counter is reset to zero. a counter overflow or power-on-reset also resets the counter contents to zero. if the rising and falling edges of the input pulse are less than 30 ns then the minimum pulse width that the t3 input will recognise is 3/f osc  + 100 ns. if the system clock is 10 mhz then the minimum pulse width is 400 ns. in some display modes, the active pulse width of the hsync signal can be less than 400 ns. in this situation, extra hardware circuitry may be necessary. handbook, halfpage t h t l 0.9 v dd 0.1 v dd 0.1 v dd 0.9 v dd t r t r t f mgc719 t f fig.32  t3 input waveform. fig.33  block diagram of the 8-bit counter (t3). handbook, full pagewidth mgc717 t3 power-on-reset sample clock read d24h emu 8-bit counter reset q0 to q7 ck data bus synchronisation
 circuit t3 counter
 control circuit

 1996 jan 08 46 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 16 output ports each i/o port line may be individually configured using one of three mask options. the three i/o mask options are specified below: option 1 standard input/output with switched pull-up current source; this is shown in fig.34. option 2 input/output with open drain output; this is shown in fig.35. option 3 push-pull output; this is shown in fig.36. the state of each output port after a power-on-reset can also be selected using the mask options. all port mask options are given in section 16.1. fig.34  standard i/o with pull-up transistor source (option 1). handbook, full pagewidth mla696 tr3 i/o port
 line slave d sq sq master d mq write pulse
 outl/orl/anl/mov data bus orl/anl/mov in/mov tr1 v ss tr2 v dd constant
 current
 source 
 100  m a typ.

 1996 jan 08 47 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 fig.35  open-drain i/o without pull-up transistor (option 2). handbook, full pagewidth mla697 i/o port
 line slave d sq sq master d mq write pulse
 outl/orl/anl  data bus orl/anl in tr1 v ss v dd fig.36  push-pull output with pull-up transistor (option 3). handbook, full pagewidth mlb998 output
 line slave d sq sq master d mq write pulse
 outl / orl / anl data bus orl / anl in tr1 v ss tr2 v dd constant
 current
 source 
 100  m a typ.

 1996 jan 08 48 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 16.1 mask options table 36 lists the port mask options for the PCE84C882. table 37 is intended for customer use when ordering the device. table 36 port options port pin option configuration reset state p00 13 1, 2 or 3 high or low p01 14 1, 2 or 3 high or low p02 15 1, 2 or 3 high or low p03 16 1, 2 or 3 high or low p04 17 1, 2 or 3 high or low p05 18 1, 2 or 3 high or low p06 19 1, 2 or 3 high or low p07 20 1, 2 or 3 high or low p10 7 1, 2 or 3 high or low p11 8 1, 2 or 3 high or low p12 10 1, 2 or 3 high or low p14 12 1, 2 or 3 high or low dp00 29 1, 2 or 3 high or low dp01 28 1, 2 or 3 high or low dp02 27 1, 2 or 3 high or low dp03 26 1, 2 or 3 high or low dp04 25 1, 2 or 3 high or low dp05 24 1, 2 or 3 high or low dp06 38 1, 2 or 3 high or low dp07 37 1, 2 or 3 high or low dp12 36 1, 2 or 3 high or low dp13 9 1, 2 or 3 high or low dp20 40 2 high dp21 39 2 high dp22 3 1, 2 or 3 high or low dp23 4 1, 2 or 3 high or low fb 1 2 or 3 high or low vow2 2 2 or 3 high or low table 37 customer selected mask options port pin option configuration reset state p00 13 p01 14 p02 15 p03 16 p04 17 p05 18 p06 19 p07 20 p10 7 p11 8 p12 10 p14 12 dp00 29 dp01 28 dp02 27 dp03 26 dp04 25 dp05 24 dp06 38 dp07 37 dp12 36 dp13 9 dp20 40 2 s dp21 39 2 s dp22 3 dp23 4 fb 1 vow2 2

 1996 jan 08 49 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 17 derivative registers the PCE84C882 has 29 derivative registers. the derivative port i/o registers are located at addresses 00 to 05h. when dp0tr, dp1tr and dp2tr are read the data is read directly from the pin. however, when dp0r, dp1r and dp2r are read the data is read from the port latch (see figs 34 to 36 for the port configuration). as the PCE84C882 has no pwm5 output the corresponding enable bit (pwm5e) in the pwme register (address 21h) must be set to a logic 0. as the PCE84C882 has only one adc channel the channel select bits (adcs1 and adcs0) in the adccn register (address 20h) and the pin function enable bits (adce1 and adce0) in the con1 register (address 22h) must be set to the values specified in chapter 8. table 38 register map (see note 1) addr (hex) reg 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 r/w 00 dp0tr dp07 (x) dp06 (x) dp05 (x) dp04 (x) dp03 (x) dp02 (x) dp01 (x) dp00 (x) r 01 dp1tr - (x) - (x) - (x) - (x) dp13 (x) dp12 (x) -- r 02 dp2tr - (x) - (x) - (x) - (x) dp23 (x) dp22 (x) dp21 (x) dp20 (x) r 03 dp0r dp07 (1) dp06 (1) dp05 (1) dp04 (1) dp03 (1) dp02 (1) dp01 (1) dp00 (1) rw 04 dp1r - (x) - (x) - (x) - (x) dp13 (1) dp12 (1) dp11 (1) dp10 (1) rw 05 dp2r - (x) - (x) - (x) - (x) dp23 (1) dp22 (1) dp21 (1) dp20 (1) rw 10 pwm0 - (x) pwm06 (0) pwm05 (0) pwm04 (0) pwm03 (0) pwm02 (0) pwm01 (0) pwm00 (0) rw 11 pwm1 - (x) pwm16 (0) pwm15 (0) pwm14 (0) pwm13 (0) pwm12 (0) pwm11 (0) pwm10 (0) rw 12 pwm2 - (x) pwm26 (0) pwm25 (0) pwm24 (0) pwm23 (0) pwm22 (0) pwm21 (0) pwm20 (0) rw 13 pwm3 - (x) pwm36 (0) pwm35 (0) pwm34 (0) pwm33 (0) pwm32 (0) pwm31 (0) pwm30 (0) rw 14 pwm4 - (x) - (x) pwm45 (0) pwm44 (0) pwm43 (0) pwm42 (0) pwm41 (0) pwm40 (0) rw 16 pwm6 - (x) - (x) pwm65 (0) pwm64 (0) pwm63 (0) pwm62 (0) pwm61 (0) pwm60 (0) rw 17 pwm7 - (x) - (x) pwm75 (0) pwm74 (0) pwm73 (0) pwm72 (0) pwm71 (0) pwm70 (0) rw 18 pwm8l - (x) pwm86l (0) pwm85l (0) pwm84l (0) pwm83l (0) pwm82l (0) pwm81l (0) pwm80l (0) rw 19 pwm8h - (x) pwm86h (0) pwm85h (0) pwm84h (0) pwm83h (0) pwm82h (0) pwm81h (0) pwm80h (0) rw 20 adccn - (x) adcs1 (0) adcs0 (0) dac3 (0) dac2 (0) dac1 (0) dac0 (0) comp (2) (0) rw

 1996 jan 08 50 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 notes 1. values within parethesis show the bit state after a reset operation. x denotes an undefined state. 2. this bit is read only. 18 limiting values in accordance with the absolute maximum rating system (iec 34) 21 pwme pwm7e (0) pwm6e (0) pwm5e (0) pwm4e (0) pwm3e (0) pwm2e (0) pwm1e (0) pwm0e (0) rw 22 con1 pwm8e (0) scle (0) sdae (0) adce2 (0) adce1 (0) adce0 (0) vow1e (0) vow0e (0) rw 23 con2 vint (0) vien (0) - (x) - (x) - (x) p8lvl (0) p7lvl (0) p6lvl (0) rw 24 t3con t3b7 (0) t3b6 (0) t3b5 (0) t3b4 (0) t3b3 (0) t3b2 (0) t3b1 (0) t3b0 (0) r 25 pllcn - (x) pll6 (0) pll5 (0) pll4 (0) pll3 (0) pll2 (0) pll1 (0) pll0 (0) rw 30 dcrar - (x) - (x) dcra5 (0) dcra4 (0) dcra3 (0) dcra2 (0) dcra1 (0) dcra0 (0) rw 31 dcrtr - (x) - (x) - (x) - (x) dcrt3 (1) dcrt2 (1) dcrt1 (1) dcrt0 (1) w 32 dcrcr - (x) - (x) dcrc5 (1) dcrc4 (1) dcrc3 (1) dcrc2 (1) dcrc1 (1) dcrc0 (1) w 33 con3 - (x) - (x) - (x) - (x) br1 (0) br0 (0) bf1 (1) bf0 (1) rw 34 con4 - (x) - (x) s1 (0) s0 (0) hp (0) vp (0) bp (1) en (0) rw 35 vpos - (x) - (x) v5 (1) v4 (1) v3 (1) v2 (1) v1 (1) v0 (1) w 36 hpos - (x) - (x) h5 (0) h4 (0) h3 (0) h2 (0) h1 (0) h0 (0) w 37 frc - (x) - (x) - (x) - (x) - (x) frr (0) frg (0) frb (1) w symbol parameter min. max. unit v dd supply voltage - 0.3 +8.0 v v i input voltage on any pin with respect to ground (v ss ) - 0.3 v dd + 0.3 v i oh maximum source current for all port lines -- 10.0 ma i ol maximum sink current for all port lines - 30.0 ma p tot total power dissipation - 1w t amb operating ambient temperature - 25 +85  c t stg storage temperature - 55 +125  c addr (hex) reg 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 r/w

 1996 jan 08 51 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 19 dc characteristics v dd =5v 10% ;v ss =0v;t amb = - 25 to +85  c; all voltages with respect to v ss ; unless otherwise speci?ed. symbol parameter conditions min. typ. max. unit supply v dd operating supply voltage 4.5 5.0 5.5 v i dd operating supply current f osd = f xtal = 10 mhz - 510ma f osd = f xtal = 6 mhz - 3.5 7 ma f osd = stop; f xtal =10mhz - 36 ma f osd = stop; f xtal = 6 mhz - 1.5 4 ma i lu latch-up current for all pins 50 -- ma v por power-on-reset voltage level 0.7 1.3 1.9 v ports p0, p1, dp0, dp1 and dp2 inputs v il low level input voltage 0 - 0.3v dd v v ih high level input voltage 0.7v dd - v dd v i li input leakage current v ss < v i < v dd -- 10 m a port p0 outputs v ol low level output voltage v dd =5v; i ol =10ma -- 1.2 v i oh1 high level pull-up output source current v dd =5v; v o = 0.7v dd - 40 - 100 -m a v dd =5v; v o =v ss -- 140 - 400 m a i oh2 high level push-pull output source current v dd =5v; v o =v dd - 0.4 v - 3.0 - 7.0 - ma dp00/pwm0 to dp07/pwm7 as derivative ports i ol low level output sink current v dd =5v; v ol = 0.4 v 5.0 12.0 - ma i oh1 high level pull-up output source current v dd =5v; v o = 0.7v dd - 40 - 100 -m a v dd =5v; v o =v ss -- 140 - 400 m a i oh2 high level push-pull output source current v dd =5v; v o =v dd - 0.4 v - 3.0 - 7.0 - ma dp00/pwm0 to dp07/pwm7 as pwm outputs i ol low level output sink current v dd =5v; v ol = 0.4 v 0.7 1.5 - ma i oh1 high level pull-up output source current v dd =5v; v o = 0.7v dd - 40 - 100 -m a v dd =5v; v o =v ss -- 140 - 400 m a i oh2 high level push-pull output source current v dd =5v; v o =v dd - 0.4 v - 0.7 - 1.5 - ma p10 to p12 and p14 outputs i ol low level output sink current v dd =5v; v ol = 0.4 v 5.0 12.0 - ma i oh1 high level pull-up output source current v dd =5v; v o = 0.7v dd - 40 - 100 -m a v dd =5v; v o =v ss -- 140 - 400 m a i oh2 high level push-pull output source current v dd =5v; v o =v dd - 0.4 v - 3.0 - 7.0 - ma dp20/sda and dp21/scl outputs i ol low level output sink current v dd =5v; v ol = 0.4 v 3.0 -- ma i oh1 high level pull-up output source current v dd =5v; v o = 0.7v dd - 40 - 100 -m a v dd =5v; v o =v ss -- 140 - 400 m a i oh2 high level push-pull output source current v dd =5v; v o =v dd - 0.4 v -- 7.0 - ma

 1996 jan 08 52 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 vow1/dp22; vow0/dp23 and dp13/pwm8 as derivative output ports i ol low level output sink current v dd =5v; v ol = 0.4 v 5.0 12.0 - ma i oh1 high level pull-up output source current v dd =5v; v o = 0.7v dd - 40 - 100 -m a v dd =5v; v o =v ss -- 140 - 400 m a i oh2 high level push-pull output source current v dd =5v; v o =v dd - 0.4 v - 3.0 - 7.0 - ma vow1/dp22 and vow0/dp23 as vow outputs i ol low level output sink current v dd =5v; v ol = 0.4 v 1.4 3.0 - ma i oh1 high level pull-up output source current v dd =5v; v o = 0.7v dd - 40 - 100 -m a v dd =5v; v o =v ss -- 140 - 400 m a i oh2 high level push-pull output source current v dd =5 v; v o =v dd - 0.4 v - 1.4 - 3.0 - ma dp13/pwm8 as pwm8 output i ol low level output sink current v dd =5v; v ol = 0.4 v 1.4 3.0 - ma i oh1 high level pull-up output source current v dd =5v; v o = 0.7v dd - 40 - 100 -m a v dd =5v; v o =v ss -- 140 - 400 m a i oh2 high level push-pull output source current v dd =5v; v o =v dd - 0.4 v - 1.4 - 3.0 - ma outputs fb and vow2 i ol low level output sink current v dd =5v; v ol = 0.4 v 1.4 3.0 - ma i oh1 high level pull-up output source current v dd =5v; v o = 0.7v dd - 40 - 100 -m a v dd =5v; v o =v ss -- 140 - 400 m a i oh2 high level push-pull output source current v dd =5v; v o =v dd - 0.4 v - 1.4 - 3.0 - ma dp12/adc2 as derivative output port i ol low level output sink current v dd =5v; v ol = 0.4 v 5.0 12.0 - ma i oh1 high level pull-up output source current v dd =5v; v o = 0.7v dd - 40 - 100 -m a v dd =5v; v o =v ss -- 140 - 400 m a i oh2 high level push-pull output source current v dd =5v; v o =v dd - 0.4 v - 3.0 - 7.0 - ma test/emu; reset; intn/t0; t1; hsyncn; vsyncn and t3 v il low level input voltage 0 - 0.3v dd v v ih high level input voltage 0.7v dd - v dd v i li input leakage current v ss < v i < v dd - 1.0 - +1.0 m a symbol parameter conditions min. typ. max. unit

 1996 jan 08 53 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 20 ac characteristics symbol parameter conditions min. typ. max. unit f xtal crystal oscillator frequency v dd = 5 v; t amb = - 25 to +85  c option 1: g m = 0.4 ms 1 - 6 mhz option 2: g m = 1.2 ms 4 - 10 mhz f pxe pxe resonator frequency option 2: g m = 1.2 ms 1 - 5 mhz f osd osd clock frequency v dd = 4.75 v; t amb = +70  c 6.0 - 20 mhz f hsync hsync frequency duty cycle = 10 : 90 30 - 90 khz f vsync vsync frequency duty cycle = 10 : 90 50 - 120 hz c osd external capacitance at pin c - 0.33 -m f c xtal1 external capacitance at xtal1 (in) pin (pxe resonator) - 30 100 pf c xtal2 external capacitance at xtal2 (out) pin (pxe resonator) - 30 100 pf t t3 minimum pulse width period at t3 input rising or falling edge of t3 pulse < 30 ns 0.4 -- m s analog-to-digital (software) converter v ai adc2 comparator analog input voltage v ss - v dd v v ae conversion error range -- 1  2 lsb t afc conversion time (from any change in adc input i.e. voltage level or enable/disable) -- 7 m s

 1996 jan 08 54 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 21 development support table 39 details the hardware items available for development support and table 40 lists the development support documentation. table 39 hardware table 40 documentation item type order number lcds development system mother board - lcds84 om1025 9339 931 50112 daughter board - lcd84c882 om4835 9350 861 10112 piggy-back version pca84c882b - 9350 872 50112 document name  report number om4873 demo-board using PCE84C882 osd microcontroller in auto-sync monitor application an94049

 1996 jan 08 55 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 22 package outline unit b 1 cee m h l  references outline version european projection issue date  iec  jedec  eiaj mm dimensions (mm are the original dimensions) sot270-1 90-02-13 95-02-04 b max. w m e e 1 1.3 0.8 0.53 0.40 0.32 0.23 38.9 38.4 14.0 13.7 3.2 2.9 0.18 1.778 15.24 15.80 15.24 17.15 15.90 1.73 5.08 0.51 4.0 m h c (e  ) 1 m e a l seating plane a 1 w m b 1 e d a 2 z 42 1 22 21 b e pin 1 index 0 5 10 mm scale note 1. plastic or metal protrusions of 0.25 mm maximum per side are not included.  (1) (1) d (1) z a max. 12 a   min. a   max. sdip42: plastic shrink dual in-line package; 42 leads (600 mil) sot270-1

 1996 jan 08 56 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 23 soldering 23.1 introduction there is no soldering method that is ideal for all ic packages. wave soldering is often preferred when through-hole and surface mounted components are mixed on one printed-circuit board. however, wave soldering is not always suitable for surface mounted ics, or for printed-circuits with high population densities. in these situations reflow soldering is often used. this text gives a very brief insight to a complex technology. a more in-depth account of soldering ics can be found in our ic package databook  (order code 9398 652 90011). 23.2 soldering by dipping or by wave the maximum permissible temperature of the solder is 260  c; solder at this temperature must not be in contact with the joint for more than 5 seconds. the total contact time of successive solder waves must not exceed 5 seconds. the device may be mounted up to the seating plane, but the temperature of the plastic body must not exceed the specified maximum storage temperature (t stg max ). if the printed-circuit board has been pre-heated, forced cooling may be necessary immediately after soldering to keep the temperature within the permissible limit. 23.3 repairing soldered joints apply a low voltage soldering iron (less than 24 v) to the lead(s) of the package, below the seating plane or not more than 2 mm above it. if the temperature of the soldering iron bit is less than 300  c it may remain in contact for up to 10 seconds. if the bit temperature is between 300 and 400  c, contact may be up to 5 seconds.

 1996 jan 08 57 philips semiconductors preliminary speci?cation microcontroller for monitor osd and auto-sync applications PCE84C882 24 definitions 25 life support applications these products are not designed for use in life support appliances, devices, or systems where malfunction of these products can reasonably be expected to result in personal injury. philips customers using or selling these products for use in such applications do so at their own risk and agree to fully indemnify philips for any damages resulting from such improper use or sale. 26 purchase of philips i 2 c components data sheet status objective speci?cation this data sheet contains target or goal speci?cations for product development. preliminary speci?cation this data sheet contains preliminary data; supplementary data may be published later. product speci?cation this data sheet contains ?nal product speci?cations. limiting values limiting values given are in accordance with the absolute maximum rating system (iec 134). stress above one or more of the limiting values may cause permanent damage to the device. these are stress ratings only and operation of the device at these or at any other conditions above those given in the characteristics sections of the speci?cation is not implied. exposure to limiting values for extended periods may affect device reliability. application information where application information is given, it is advisory and does not form part of the speci?cation. purchase of philips i 2 c components conveys a license under the philips i 2 c patent to use the components in the i 2 c system provided the system conforms to the i 2 c specification defined by philips. this specification can be ordered using the code 9398 393 40011.
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